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a b s t r a c t

This work quantifies the actuation behavior of thin electrodeposited polypyrrole films on rigid substrates.
During in situ cantilever bending experiments in aqueous perchloric acid, the films remain clamped to
their substrate and the film stress is inferred from a small bending of the cantilever. The potential range
under study is 0.4e0.8 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode. Within this potential region, the film is
in the oxidized state and the actuation arises from capacitive electrode processes. For the volumetric
capacitance, c� , we find 0:24 ± 0:01 F=mm3. The stress-charge coupling coefficient, x, which is defined
as the stress variation per volumetric charge density, emerges as � 153 ± 11 mV. The results are robust,
reproducible and independent of the film thickness or the potential scan rate. The experimental value of
x is supported by an independent estimate, based on a micromechanical model in combination with
literature data for the partial molar volume of solvated perchlorate anions and the elastic constants of
polypyrrole.
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Since the discovery of electrically conductive polymers in the
1970s [1e3], polypyrrole (PPy) has attracted great attention
because of its high electrical conductivity and good environmental
stability [4]. An electrochemically induced change in oxidation
state creates delocalized charge carriers along the polymer back-
bone [5]. To ensure charge neutrality, ions are exchanged between
the permeable polymer and the surrounding electrolyte [5]. The
change in oxidation state influences the electrical conductivity
[1,2], the optical absorption [6], the ionic permeability [7,8] and the
mechanical properties [9,10]. This opens up pathways for the
development of electro-chemical sensors [11,12], transistors [13],
smart membranes [14], capacitors [15,16] and batteries [17]. The
polymer swells as it absorbs solvated ions [18]. This property, along
with electrochemical cycling stability [19], a low operating voltage
[20] and strains up to 40% [19,21e23] make PPy an interesting
material for actuation [18,24e27].

The change, d, in strain, ε, of unsupported, stress-free PPy films is
proportional to the change in charge density, qV (charge per
oschning).

Ltd. This is an open access article u
volume) [9,18,25,26,28e30]. This finding is consistent with the
well-established notion that the microscopic process behind the
swelling is the incorporation of ions [5,18,25,30e34]. Reported
values for the uniaxial strain-charge coupling coefficient, j ¼
dε=dqV, cover a remarkably wide range, between 0.03 and
0:5 mm3 =C, depending on the nature of the ion, the solvent and the
synthesis conditions [5,29,30,35,36].

PPy is typically restricted to thin film geometries with thick-
nesses not exceeding a few micron. Macroscopic actuators there-
fore require a supporting substrate, to which the film remains
clamped. Proposed architectures are bilayered bending cantilevers
[37,38], multilayered axial strain actuators [14] or coated fibers
spun to yarns [26]. Another approach, in which actuators can be
operated in air, is the arrangement of a solid polymer electrolyte
between two layers of conducting polymer [39e42]. In all these
scenarios the actuation may be understood as the consequence of
stresses in the clamped PPy film acting on a substrate rather than a
direct, free straining of the PPy. Because qV parameterizes the ion
uptake which prompts the actuation, a quantitative prediction of
the performance of PPy-based actuators requires numerical values
for the generated stress, s, per charge density. In other words, the
stress-charge coupling coefficient, defined as x ¼ ds=dqV, repre-
sents a fundamental quantity in this context. The purpose of the
present work is the investigation of the magnitude of x for clamped
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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PPy films.
By its definition, x is similar to the electrocapillary coupling

parameter [43], which quantifies the surface stress response of
metals to changes in their superficial charge density. This param-
eter has been explored by experiment and ab initio simulation
[44e47]. Ab initio simulation shows that changes in surface stress
arise, because a polarization of the interface changes the electron
density within the bonding regions between the atoms and within
the screening orbitals around their cores [47]. Both changes modify
the bond strength [47].

It is well acknowledged that the film stress in PPy is propor-
tional to the transferred charge. However, the few studies [48,49]
investigating the stress-charge relation do not report the volu-
metric charge density and so fall short of measuring x. One may
argue that x may be estimated from the strain-charge coupling and
the elastic properties of the film, yet this approach has not been
pursued. In fact, this strategy is compromised by the strong de-
pendency of the elastic properties of PPy on the manufacturing
conditions, on the oxidation state and changes with increasing
external load [9,10].

Recent PPy-based actuator architectures propose the use of stiff
skeleton structures as substrates, specifically multi-walled carbon
nanotube networks [50,51], electrospun microribbons [52] and
open-porous metal nanoskeletons [53]. Coating the backbone
structure with a nm-thick PPy layer enables the combination of
active PPy films with a mm-sized, 3D actuator geometry. In com-
parison to mm-thick PPy films, where the response rate is slow due
to the sluggish ion diffusion in and out of the PPy network
[20,40,54], the nanoskeletons with their nm-sized coating allow a
fast ion transport to and through the polymer. This new approach
enables fast actuation in mm-sized geometries. In this context it is
of interest whether the coupling becomes thickness-dependent in
the limit of decreasing film height. This question arises, becauseeas
mentioned aboveeclean metal surfaces (without PPy) exhibit a
strong surface-stress charge coupling [44,45,47,55,56], which re-
sults in significant actuation as well [57e59]. In other words, the
effective stress-charge coupling of PPy-coated metal surfaces
cannot extrapolate to zero in the limit of vanishing film thickness.

In this work, we present an experimental study on the stress-
charge coupling of � 10� 100 nm thin PPy films in aqueous
perchloric acid.We study stiff silicon cantilevers, coated on one side
with PPy. The filmwas operated as capacitor in the oxidized regime
within the potential window of 0.4e0.8 V versus the standard
hydrogen electrode. During cyclic voltammetry, a slight change in
curvature of the cantilever allows us to precisely quantify the stress
evolution. The transferred charge is recorded simultaneously. The
resulting stress-charge coupling is compared to an independent
estimate based on a micromechanical analysis of the stress in a
clamped film, along with literature data for the relevant materials
parameters.

2. Methods

Our specimens were multilayered beam structures. Double side
polished (100)-oriented silicon wafers of 100 mm thickness with a
100 nm thick thermally grown oxide layer (Si-Mat Silicon Mate-
rials) were cut into rectangles of 8� 40 mm2 with the edges along
the <110> directions. They were coated on one side with 40 nm of
gold by DC magnetron sputtering, using a 2 nm titanium adhesion
layer. For stress relief, the samples were annealed at 300+ C for 1 h
in a vacuum of 10�6 mbar. The procedures and equipment were the
same as in Refs. [44,46], where further details, such as the surface
roughness and the texture, can be found. The substrates represent
electrically isolated (by the oxide layer) silicon with a thin
conductive gold layer on top. This gold layer serves as working
electrode during the PPy deposition and as electrical contact. Its
geometry defines the electrochemically active surface area, thus
the footprint of the PPy film. For each individual specimen, this area
was measured to an accuracy < 1% using a calibrated microscope.

PPy was electropolymerized according to Ref. [60] in a solution
of 0.1M pyrrole and 0.1M lithium perchlorate (LiClO4) in acetoni-
trile and 2% ultrapurewater (18:2 MU cm) at a constant potential of
900mV vs. an Ag/AgCl (in 3M KCl) reference electrode. Before
deposition, the pyrrole was distilled at 130+ C and ambient pres-
sure. A platinum mesh, placed parallel to the working electrode,
was used as counter electrode. The thickness of the deposited PPy
films, hf , was determined from the transferred superficial charge
density, Dq, according to Refs. [61,62].

hf ¼ 2:5 nm
.�

mC
.
cm2

�
Dq (1)

Atomic force microscopy (AFM, JPK NanoWizard 4 in QI mode,
which is a force-resolved quantitative imaging contact mode) was
used to verify the empirical charge-thickness relation. After a part
of the PPy film was removed from the substrate by adhesive tape,
AFM images were taken at the resulting edge to detect its height.

All electrochemical characterizations were performed in 1M
perchloric acid (HClO4), prepared from HClO4 (Suprapure, Merck)
and ultrapure water (18:2 MU cm), deareated with argon. A
reversible hydrogen electrode (Gaskatel HydroFlex) served as
reference electrode and all potentials are specified versus the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). The capacitive charging was
characterized by a potentiostat (Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT 302N). A
linear scan generator allowed a continuous current measurement,
which is necessary for precise integration of the transferred electric
charge. At low nominal potential scan rates, the linear scan
generator produced slightly asymmetric scans. As a typical
example, a nominal scan rate of 10mV/s implied true anodic and
cathodic scan rates of 8.6 and 11.4mV/s, respectively. This did not
impair the data for capacitance or charge, because the capacitance
was averaged over both scan directions and the charge was deter-
mined by integration of current over time.

The variation in substrate curvature during potential cyclingwas
determined by a multiple-beam laser setup (kSA MOS) equipped
with a CCD camera; see details in Refs. [44,46,63e65]. For maximal
resolution, the complete measuring arrangement was mounted on
a vibration isolated table and the roomwas air conditioned at 21+ C.
With these actions, vibrational effects of air flow or impact noise as
well as thermal drift were minimized.

A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The
electrochemical cell was made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
and sealed with a 2mm thick slide of borsilicate glass and a viton o-
ring. The cantilever was mounted with the polished silicon back-
side facing the laser, ensuring a good reflectivity independent of the
PPy film thickness. A gold plate with a surface area of 5 cm2 was
used as counter electrode. Both electrodes as well as the reference
electrode were immersed in electrolyte and connected to a
potentiostat. A 3� 3 array of parallel laser beams was projected
onto the silicon wafer. The incidence was normal (incident angle
a ¼ 0+) in the plane depicted in Fig. 1; this is also the plane in
which the curvature change was measured. Separation of incident
and reflected beams was achieved by tilting the incident beams by
b ¼ 3+ away from the normal, in the out-of-plane direction of Fig. 1.
The reflected beams were detected by the CCD at the distance, L ¼
110:0 cm, from the substrate. The spot spacing in the (arbitrary)
reference state is d0. If the wafer bends up or down, the spacing, d,
varies, and the change in curvature, Dk, is calculated from this
variation according to [44,46,64]



Fig. 1. Experimental setup for in situ films stress measurements. The electro-
chemical cell is made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and sealed with an optical
transparent glass slide and a viton o-ring. The cantilever working electrode (WE),
made from silicon with a polypyrrole film on top, the reversible hydrogen reference
electrode (RE) and the gold counter electrode (CE) are immersed in electrolyte. The
electrodes are connected to a potentiostat in a three-electrode set up. The array of laser
beams passes the glass slide and electrolyte, gets reflected on the backside of the wafer
and hits the detector. L denotes the distance wafer-detector, a the angle between the
incident laser beams and the normal to the surface and d the distance between the
individual laser beams.

Fig. 2. Kinetics of electrodeposition. Current density, j, (black graph and left ordi-
nate) and charge density, Dq, (red graph and right ordinate) versus time, t, at a constant
deposition potential of 900mV relative to a silver/silverchloride reference electrode.
The film thickness, hf , (second right ordinate) was calculated using eq (1). Data is for
the example of the thickest film under study.
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Dk ¼ cosa
2Ln

d� d0
d0

(2)

with n the refractive index of the electrolyte. In the case of diluted
electrolytes n takes the value of pure water, n ¼ 1:33 [44,64]. The
cell window was thin enough to neglect the refraction at the air/
glass and glass/liquid interfaces [44,64]. As demonstrated in the
results section, the resolution of our setup is Dk ¼ 4� 10�6 m�1. In
other words, curvature changes with a radius as large as 250 km
can be reliably detected.

Assuming the film stress, s, to be isotropic in the substrate
plane, the Stoney equation [66,67] relates s to Dk by

Ds ¼ MS

6
h2S
hf

Dk (3)

MS and hS denote the biaxial modulus and height of the substrate,
respectively. Because of its orthotropic elasticity and symmetry in
the (1 0 0) crystal plane, the biaxial modulus of our silicon sub-
strates can be treated by a single value, MS ¼ C11 þ C12 � 2C2

12
C11

¼
181 GPa, with Cij the single-crystal stiffness parameters [68].

It is noteworthy that the evaluation of the film stress based on
eq (3) requires only knowledge of the elastic parameters of the
substrate. The elastic response of the film does not enter. This re-
flects the fact that the bending stiffness of the cantilever is domi-
nated by the thick and stiff silicon substrate. In fact, our cantilevers
are well within the condition for ignoring the film contribution to
the bending stiffness, namely hf =hs < 2� 10�3 [67]. An in-depth
discussion showing that the elastic properties of the film are
indeed negligible can be found in the Supporting Information. In
the experiment, the substrate acts as measurement device.
Fig. 3. Measuring the film thickness. a) Atomic force microscopy image of the region
near the edge of the polypyrrole film. b) Height profile across the film edge, in the
center of the image in a). Data is for the example of the thickest film under study.
3. Results

3.1. Deposition and film thickness

Fig. 2 shows the current density, j, and the change in charge
density, Dq, versus time, t, at a constant deposition potential of
900mV vs. Ag/AgCl (3M KCl). The current density (left ordinate)
passes a minimum during the first seconds and then approaches a
steady value of � 1:1 mA=cm2. The current minimum can be
related to a nucleation-conformational relaxation and chemical
kinetic control [60]. After a short break-in period, the transferred
charge (right ordinate) increases linearly with time. This is
consistent with a diffusion-controlled deposition [60]. The esti-
mated film thickness, based on eq (1), is shown as the additional
right ordinate. The film thickness can be tuned by the deposition
time.

Fig. 3a depicts an AFM image at the edge of a PPy film. The film
(on the left-hand side) appears to be dense and of uniform thick-
ness. A height profile is shown in Fig. 3b. The step height suggests
hf ¼ 106 ± 6 nm. This is in excellent agreement with the value,
103 nm, which is estimated from the transferred charge using eq
(1). The AFM- and charge-based thickness values of all specimens in
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our study are shown in Table 1. The table provides further support
for the validity of eq (1).
Fig. 4. Reproducibility of electrochemical behavior. Current, jV (top), and charge
variation, DqV (bottom), over time, t, for the thinnest film (9 nm thickness) under
study. Scan rate 10mV/s, vertex potentials 0.4 and 0.8 V versus SHE.
3.2. Electrochemical characterization

Prior to characterizing the electrochemical and the actuation
behavior, each of our specimens was subjected to at least 20 blind
potential cycles in the same potential interval as the actual mea-
surement. It was found that samples conditioned this way provided
stationary, reproducible electrochemical and actuation behavior
over at least 10 repetitions. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the volu-
metric current density, jV, and the volumetric charge variation, DqV,
over time for the thinnest film (9 nm) under study. The nominal
scan rate was 10mV/s and the vertex potentials were 0.4 and 0.8 V
versus SHE. It can be seen that the transferred charge is perfectly
recoverable.

Based on the electrode area and the thickness of the PPy filmwe
converted the experimental current densities to volumetric values,
jV. Fig. 5a shows exemplary cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of jV
versus the electrode potential, E, for one of our films. The potential
range of our study was 0.4e0.8 V with sweep rates, _E, from 10 to
50mV/s. The rectangular appearance of the CVs suggests capacitive
or pseudo-capacitive behavior. This observation is consistent with
previous observations [29] which locate the present potential range
in the oxidized regime of the PPy.

Our potential range is motivated as follows: Studies on the
overoxidation of PPy showed degradation above potentials of 0.9 V
vs. SHE [69]. To obtain a stable electrochemical behavior over
repeated cycles, we chose the upper vertex potential as 0.8 V, below
the aforementioned degradation potential. At this potential, the
PPy is in the oxidized state with delocalized positive charges along
its backbone [4]. To remove these charges, thus to reduce the PPy,
more negative potentials, below 0 V vs. SHE, would be necessary
[70]. In our experiments, a noticeable faradaic current was
observed for potentials below 0.4 V. This current is undesired,
because it would impair the precise determination of the charge
which is recoverably stored in the PPy film. The faradaic current in
our experiment may tentatively be attributed to the oxygen
reduction reaction [71] and is characteristic for the use of an
aqueous electrolyte. The faradaic current could be suppressed by in
situ sparging. However, this approach is incompatible with our
cantilever bending experiment, because sparging would induce
vibrations which interfere with the curvature measurement.
Therefore, we restricted the lower vertex potential to 0.4 V.

Fig. 5b depicts the mean magnitude of jV versus _E for all speci-
mens under study. It is seen that jV increases linearly with _E, con-
firming that the PPy electrode behaves like a capacitor. The linearity
is consistently found for all films, independent of their thickness.
We conclude that all potential scan rates in our experiment are
sufficiently slow for the charge to equilibrate at each potential. In
other words, the transferred charge in our experiments reflects the
Table 1
Characterization of the films under study. Charge density, Dq, transferred during
electropolymerization and film thickness, hf , as estimated from the deposition
charge and eq (1) (subscript ‘charge’) or measured by atomic force microscopy
(subscript ‘AFM’).

Dq ½mC=cm2� hf ;charge [nm] hf ;AFM [nm]

3.6 9 e

7.8 20 e

16.2 40 e

28.3 71 63±6
30.0 75 e

41.3 103 106±6
capacity at equilibrium and is not affected by transport limitations.
The slope of jV versus _E then represents the differential volumetric
capacitance, which may be defined as

c* ¼ dqV=dE (4)

Linear regression yields c� ¼ 0:24 ± 0:01 F=mm3, with the
standard error as uncertainty. This capacitance value is substan-
tially larger than the previously reported value of 0:13 F =mm3 for
PPy doped with a different anion, hexafluorophosphate [29].
3.3. In situ curvature measurements

Fig. 6 exemplifies the data analysis for the in situ substrate
bending experiment. Parts a) and b) show the potential variation
over time and the simultaneous variation in differential spot
spacing, ðd� d0Þ =d0, respectively. It is seen that the differential
spot spacing varies in phase with the potential, with a highly
reproducible amplitude and with no apparent noise on the scale of
the figure. This finding suggests that the actuation behavior of the
polypyrrole film is stable during subsequent potential cycles and
that the stress evolution, which underlies the spot spacing, is
excellently resolved by our setup.

Fig. 6c depicts the curvature variation,Dk, which is inferred from
the differential spot spacing based on eq (2). The red graph in Fig. 6c
represents a straight line of best fit in a linear section of the
experimental DkðtÞ graph. Fig. 6d plots the difference between
DkðtÞ and the fit. The standard deviation, 4� 10�6 m�1, is illus-
trated by the shaded area in the figure. This quantity provides an
estimate for the resolution of our experimental setup. The resolu-
tion in curvature translates into a resolution of 250 km in bending
radius. This is superior, by roughly the factor of 5, compared to early
implementations of the same approach [63]. It can be seen in Fig. 6c
that the peak-to-peak amplitude of Dk for our thinnest film under
study is 6� 10�4 m�1. This value is more than two orders of
magnitude larger than the resolution, emphasizing that our setup is
more than sufficient to determine the in situ curvature changes.
Note that the data of Fig. 6 refers to the thinnest among our films,
h ¼ 9 nm; all other films provided even stronger bending
amplitude.



Fig. 5. Characterizing the capacitance. a) Exemplary cyclic voltammograms of the volumetric current density, jV, versus the electrode potential, E, measured relative to the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). Sweep rates, _E, vary from 10mV/s to 50mV/s in steps of 10mV/s. b) Mean values of jV versus _E. Dashed line: Linear regression with the slope
corresponding to the volumetric capacitance, c� . Different symbols denote the individual specimens used in this study. Some symbols overlap.

Fig. 6. Resolution of the in situ substrate bending study. Electrochemical and me-
chanical data recorded simultaneously during six successive potential cycles for the
thinnest film (9 nm thickness) under study. a) Electrode potential, E, versus time, t. b)
Differential spot spacing, ðd� d0Þ =d0, versus t. c) Curvature, Dk, over t. Red line:
Straight line of best fit in a linear section of the DkðtÞ graph. d) Difference between
experimental curvature change and fit of subfigure c). Mean square deviation between
data and fit (illustrated by shaded region) indicates resolution in curvature.
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3.4. Stress-charge coupling

Fig. 7 exemplifies results of an in situ actuation experiment
based on potential cycles at the nominal scan rate of 10 mV =s, for
the thinnest film of our study (h ¼ 9 nm). The top part of the figure
shows the electrochemical characterization. The cyclic voltammo-
gram in subfigure a) is consistent with Fig. 5a. Fig. 7b shows that the
volumetric charge density depends linearly on the potential. There
is little hysteresis. The charge graph is perfectly closed, suggesting a
nearly ideal capacitive process with no noticeable faradaic side
reactions.

We now turn to the characterization of the film stress. Recall
that the stress variation, Ds, is obtained from curvature data as in
Fig. 6c by means of eq (3). The two graphs in the bottom half of
Fig. 7 show the results. Fig. 7c depicts Ds versus E during potential
cycling. Similar to the change in charge density, the change of the
film stress over the potential is almost free of hysteresis. The graph
is closed, suggesting no noticeable drift and, hence, a good film
adhesion to the substrate. It can be seen, that Ds is approximately
linear to E, notably at the lower potential values. Fig. 7d shows a
plot of Ds versus DqV. This representation provides a highly linear
graph, specifically in the region corresponding to E<0:7 V vs. SHE.
Furthermore, the small hysteresis which is observed in the charge-
potential and the stress-potential graphs is completely removed.
This observation suggests that the film stress is inherently gov-
erned by the charge density, as opposed to the potential. The
linearity and the lack of hysteresis in DsðqVÞ support the stress-
charge coupling coefficient, x, as a key materials parameter quan-
tifying the electro-chemo-mechanical coupling behind the actua-
tion of PPy.

The magnitude of x is obtained by fitting the linear section of
graphs such as Fig. 7d. Note that, as a consequence of its definition,
x has the unit volts. Our results for x, based on experiments with
films of thicknesses between 9 and 103 nm, are summarized in
Fig. 8. The figure illustrates the excellent reproducibility of the
coupling coefficient. Furthermore, the results indicate that the
coupling strength is independent of the film thickness within the
entire interval of our study. If we accept the notion of a constant
value for the coupling coefficient, averaging over the data suggest
x¼ �153±11 mV, with the standard deviation as error.

In an additional experiment the potential was stepped from 0.4
to 0.8 V and held constant, while the evolution of the film stress
was tracked over time. After no further change in film stress was
detected, the potential was stepped back to 0.4 V and the stress
evolutionwas tracked again. For all specimens under study the film
stress immediately reached a constant value, suggesting that ion
exchange is faster than the acquisition rate of our cantilever
bending setup, � 200 ms (see Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information).
4. Discussion and conclusions

Our study is based on in situ stress variation measurements
during potential cycling, using a series of PPy filmswith thicknesses
between 9 and 103 nm. As quantifiable parameters wemeasure the
volumetric capacitance, c�, and the stress-charge coupling coeffi-
cient, x. For both parameters we find a high reproducibility and no
dependency on the film thickness or the potential sweep rate. This
appears to qualify our values, c� ¼ 0:24±0:01 F=mm3 and x ¼ �
153±11mV, as robust and reliable. The lack of a sweep-rate



Fig. 7. Characterizing the electrochemical actuation behavior. In situ substrate bending study for the thinnest film (9 nm thickness) under study. Potential sweep rate 10 mV =s.
a) Volumetric current density, jV, versus applied potential, E. b) Transferred volumetric charge density, DqV, versus E. c) Change in film stress, Ds, versus E. d) Ds versus DqV. Dashed
lines in b) and c) illustrate linear behavior. Dashed line in d): Straight line of best fit in the linear region of the graph. The slope of this line provides the stress-charge coupling
coefficient, x.

Fig. 8. Stress-charge coupling. Stress-charge coupling coefficient, x, versus film
thickness hf ;calc . Mean value and standard deviation in x are shown as the dashed line
and the shaded area, respectively. Symbol at hf ;calc ¼ 0 (△) refers to the electro-
capillary coupling parameter of the clean gold surface; note axis break in the ordinate.
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dependence, along with the findings from our potential step ex-
periments, imply that the charging time of our films is in the order
of a few hundred milliseconds or below. This finding is in good
agreement to previous experimental results [72], where it was
shown that equilibration of 1 mm thick PPy films takes up to 2 s.
Therefore, the determined parameters represent the equilibrium
behavior of PPy during electrochemical charging and actuation.

Due to the limited potential range, our experiments were per-
formed in the oxidized state and the films were operated as
supercapacitors. During a positive-going potential scan, electrons
will be withdrawn from the polymer chains and anions incorpo-
rated for electric compensation. This process is charge recoverable,
in other words, nonfaradic [73]. For a phenomenological descrip-
tion it is irrelevant whether or not new chemical bonds are formed
along with the exchange of anions. The essential quantities are
simply the transferred recoverable charge and the mechanical
response.

Substantial surface stress is generated when clean (no PPy)
metal electrode surfaces are polarized. At x¼ �1:9 V [44,45,74], the
associated coupling parameter is more than ten times larger than
that of PPy. A data point at hf ¼ 0 in Fig. 8 illustrates the cleanmetal
surface behavior. The electro-chemo-mechanical coupling of the
clean surface may be expected to dominate the stress-charge
signature in the limit of vanishing film thickness. It is therefore
significant that our experiments find the value of x constant, down
to the thinnest (9 nm) film under study. We conclude that the
electrode potential drop is screened within the PPy film. In other
words, a variation of the electrode potential does not affect the
space charge region at the metal-PPy interface. The coupling
signature of the metal will only be observable for even thinner PPy
films.

We now discuss the micromechanical response of the in-plane
film stress and of the out-of-plane strain to charge transfer.
Because the substrate is thick and rigid in comparison to the PPy
film, the in-plane film strain is negligible in an analysis of the
stress-charge relation during ion exchange. The following thought
experiment explores the stress in the clamped film. In a first step,
consider the PPy film detached from the substrate and then
charged while free of stress. This will lead to an isotropic strain and
to the relative volume change

d 3¼ � U
zF

dqV (5)

with z, U and F the signed ionic valency, the molar volume of the
exchanged ion and the Faraday constant, respectively. In a second
step, an isotropic in-plane strain of the magnitude�d 3=3 brings the
film back into registry with the substrate. The plane stress devel-
oped during this step is the film stress, s. Accounting for eq (5) and
for Hooke's law, along with the boundary condition of free
expansion normal to the substrate surface, the variation of s is
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found as

ds ¼ Y
3ð1� nÞ

U
zF

dqV (6)

where Y is Young's modulus and n Poisson's ratio. The out-of-plane
strain, dεz, is the sum of two contributions. Firstly, d 3=3 is the free
expansion in normal direction during step 1. Secondly, �2nds= Y is
the transverse elastic straining during step 2, which follows from
Hooke's law. Accounting for eq (6), one thus finds

dεz ¼ � 1þ n

3ð1� nÞ
U
zF

dqV (7)

Equations (5)e(7) express the charge-related coupling param-
eters for the linear strain of free-standing PPy films, j, the out-of-
plane strain of clamped films, jz, and the in-plane stress, x,
respectively. Rearranging yields

j ¼ 1
3

d 3

dqV
¼ �1

3
U
zF

(8)

jz ¼
dεz
dqV

¼ � 1þ n

3ð1� nÞ
U
zF

(9)

x ¼ ds

dqV
¼ Y

3ð1� nÞ
U
zF

(10)

The above equations result directly from the mechanics of thin
films under in-plane stress conditions, which are well studied [67].
A particularly striking demonstration of the coupling between in-
plane stress and out-off-plane strain during the swelling of
substrate-supported polymers can be found in a study of the hy-
dration of thin Nafion films on silicon in Ref. [75]. That study pre-
sents a more general form of eqs (8)e(10), applicable to large strain
amplitudes, arranged to enable the determination of an unknown
biaxial modulus. In the limit of small strains, their results agree
with those of the present study. Furthermore, Ref. [75] combines
wafer curvature data for the in-plane stress with x-ray reflectivity
data for the out-of-plane strain in the same system, confirming the
consistency of the description. This finding supports eqs (5)e(7) as
a basis for estimating the coupling parameters of thin PPy films,
provided that U, n and Y are known with sufficient accuracy.

We now combine eqs (8)e(10) with literature values of U, Y and
n and compare the results to the experimental determined coupling
parameters. The perchlorate anion has a valency of z ¼ � 1. Ionic
volumes in aqueous solutions are elusive and simply taking ionic
radii leads to significant errors [76,77]. Yet, the molar volume of
solvated perchlorate anions in water is known from systematic
studies exploring solution densities. These techniques indicate U ¼
49 cm3=mol [76e80]. We adopt this value as a best guess of the
partial molar volume of the solvated perchlorate ion in PPy. Equa-
tion (8) then suggests j ¼ 0:17 mm3=C. While experimental data
for j of the PPy-perchlorate system has not been reported, our
estimate is well within the range of results for a variety of other
PPy(co-ion) systems and solvents, namely j ¼ 0:03 to 0:5 mm3 =C
[5,29,35,36].

The above considerations emphasize that the mechanical
boundary conditions significantly influence the strain-charge
response of the PPy film. Different strain-charge coupling co-
efficients will be observed, depending on the direction of the
measured strain. Quoted values [5,29,35,36] for j were obtained
from mm-thick films, which were uniaxially loaded by a constant
force. Under this condition, the measured strain corresponds to the
free expansion as calculated by eq (8). By contrast, Smela and
Gadegaard [21] investigated the normal expansion of PPy films
clamped on rigid substrates. There, the strain-charge coupling co-
efficient would be larger, as calculated by eq (9). Yet, the correlation
between strain and transferred chargewas not explored in Ref. [21],
and the value of jz was not reported. If we adopt n ¼ 0:4 for PPy
[25,81], eq (9) yields jz ¼ 0:39 mm3=C for the strain-charge
coupling coefficient in normal direction.

Y of PPy depends significantly on the manufacturing conditions,
the species of counter ions, the solvent and the oxidation state.
Reported values span about one order of magnitude, from 200 to
3600MPa [9,10,25,35,82,83]. The system used in our work,
perchlorate-doped PPy in aqueous solution at electrode potentials
of 0.4e0.8 V vs. SHE, has been thoroughly studied and Young's
modulus determined as Y ¼ 500±10 MPa [9]. With this parameter,
andwithU ¼ 49 cm3=mol as above, eq (10) suggests x ¼ � 141 mV.
The agreement with our experimental result, � 151±11 mV, is
remarkable. The independent estimate of x, based on literature data
and simple physical models, confirms our experimental findings
and emphasizes their validity.

To summarize: In our experimental study we investigated the
stress-charge coupling of thin PPy films in aqueous perchloric acid.
We deposited nm-thick PPy films on mm-thick silicon cantilevers
and cyclically varied their electrode potential. In response to that
variation, we recorded the curvature changes of the silicon sub-
strates as well as the transferred charge. The curvature variation is a
result of the change in film stress and enables a precise evaluation
of the stress-charge coupling parameter. This parameter and the
volumetric capacitance are stable over repeated cycles and are in-
dependent of the film thickness. Both parameters attain unique
values in the potential range under study, consistent with the
notion that a singlemechanism is active.We obtain an independent
estimate of the stress-charge coupling strength by combining a
micromechanical analysis of ion insertion into the polymer with
published data for the ionic molar volume and the elastic constants
of PPy. The two approaches are in excellent agreement.

The stability and linearity of the electro-mechanical response in
our study qualifies the results as particularly robust and the inde-
pendent verification provides further confirmation of our stress-
charge coupling coefficient. Our results for the intrinsic materials
parameters behind the actuation with PPy may contribute to pro-
vide the basis for an informed discussion of the performance of
more complex actuator geometries.
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